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ABSTRACT

Pedestrian navigation systems help us make a series of decisions that lead us to a destination. Most current pedestrian
navigation systems communicate using map-based turn-byturn instructions. This interaction mode suffers from ambiguity, its user’s ability to match the instruction with the environment, and it requires a redirection of visual attention
from the environment to the screen. In this paper we present
GazeNav, a novel gaze-based approach for pedestrian navigation. GazeNav communicates the route to take based on
the user’s gaze at a decision point. We evaluate GazeNav
against the map-based turn-by-turn instructions. Based on an
experiment conducted in a virtual environment with 32 participants we found a significantly improved user experience of
GazeNav, compared to map-based instructions, and showed
the effectiveness of GazeNav as well as evidence for better
local spatial learning. We provide a complete comparison of
navigation efficiency and effectiveness between the two approaches.
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INTRODUCTION

Humans engage in navigation tasks daily, in familiar as well
as unfamiliar environments. Navigation is the combination
of wayfinding and locomotion, a coordinated movement in
the environment that after a series of correct decisions, finally
leads to the targeted destination [20].
While navigating in unfamiliar environments, humans utilize
assistance aids to help them make correct decisions. Cartographic paper maps - the classical assistance aids - have
nowadays been replaced by digital navigation devices. These
applications are mostly limited to map-based turn-by-turn instructions, which have several drawbacks. Most critical, a
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map-based interaction concept requires the user’s attention to
be directed to the screen which can cause problems when the
visual attention is required in the environment, e.g., to avoid
obstacles, other pedestrians, or the surrounding traffic [27].
Auditory navigation systems [9], as an alternative to maps,
are not an adequate solution since the noise of an urban environment may be disturbing. Moreover, humans are generally
reluctant to wear earplugs while navigating because they feel
isolated from the environment [23]. As another drawback of
several current pedestrian navigation systems, navigators’ activities can be recognized (e.g., tourists can be recognized),
and their hands are not free for other tasks other than navigating. These factors have an impact on the User Experience
(UX), efficiency, and effectiveness of navigation, as well as
on the learning of the environment they navigate in.
In this paper we introduce a novel gaze-based interaction concept for pedestrian navigation that avoids many of the mentioned drawbacks. GazeNav follows the “what you look at is
what you get” [12] principle, providing navigation information if the street the user is looking at is the one to be followed.
GazeNav allows for hands-free navigation, without the need
to direct the visual attention away from the environment. The
concept is based on eye tracking, a methodology commonly
used in HCI [14, 30]. Head mounted eye trackers, such as the
one used, have become more and more mobile and compact.
A GazeNav prototype was implemented by processing the
gaze data from a mobile eye tracker in real-time, and providing a vibro-tactile signal using a smartphone (as a possible
feedback method) to inform the user when she is gazing at the
correct street. A user study in the VE with 32 participants was
performed to compare GazeNav with the map-based turn-byturn instructions, demonstrating a significant increase in user
experience and spatial learning. The GazeNav approach can
be effectively used without the need for further information,
thus, being able to navigate hands-free without having to interact with a device, but only with the environment.
The contribution of this work is manifold, providing novel insights into navigation assistance systems by giving directions
on how gaze can be utilized for:
• dissolving navigation ambiguities,
• hands-free interaction,
• increased usability,
• improved local spatial learning and,
• natural interaction with the environment.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: we continue
with related work and then introduce the GazeNav concept
followed by the implementation description. Next, the experiment is introduced followed by the results section. Finally,
we close with a discussion and objectives for future work.
RELATED WORK
Gaze-Based Interaction

Eye trackers measure the visual attention on a stimulus [3].
The basic eye tracking measurement is a (x,y) coordinate
pair in the coordinate system of the eye tracker (called gaze).
These gaze points are typically aggregated to fixations, which
are the moments when perception is assumed to take place
[24]. The transition between two fixations is called a saccade.
By processing the eye tracking data in real-time, interfaces
that react to a user’s visual attention become possible [36].
Some approaches have implemented gaze-based interaction
for desktop applications with the eye tracker mounted below
the screen. Head-mounted eye tracking hardware, in contrast,
has facilitated mobile gaze-based interaction [6], where the
interaction may also take place with objects in a 3D environment, such as exhibits in a museum [33]. In this paper, we
introduce gaze-based interaction with street junctions in an
urban environment.
Gaze-based interaction can be used to replace other interaction methods, or as part of multimodal interaction [29]. It has
been argued that supplementing gaze with other interaction
modalities prevents the Midas touch problem [12, 13], which
may occur if the user’s gaze triggers an unwanted interaction.
There are, in principle, two ways of designing gaze-based interaction: with explicit or implicit interaction. Explicit interaction occurs when the user can trigger an interaction by
intentionally fixating at a certain position or by performing a
gaze gesture [10]. We call an interaction implicit if it records
the user’s gaze during regular interaction and uses this information to adapt to the user’s needs at some later time (e.g.
[6]). The GazeNav interaction design proposed in this paper uses explicit interaction with a haptic vibration feedback.
Kangas et al. [15] found that the maximum possible delay
between a gaze and a vibration, to ensure the user can still
identify the two with each other, is around 250 ms.
Pedestrian Navigation Assistance

In the past, mobile devices have been used to provide pedestrian navigation assistance, mostly using a map-based turnby-turn instructions approach. This kind of navigation forces
the user to spend attention on the map instead of letting her interact with the environment (e.g., to avoid obstacles or enjoy
the view). In recent years, researchers have tried to overcome
these problems by introducing novel interaction methods [17,
26, 27, 37, 38]. There have been approaches to support
navigation through play [1], using augmented reality [31],
through auditory interfaces [9], or even through music [7].
These approaches perform well in enriching the pedestrian
guidance with a stimulating sensory experience. In many
pedestrian navigation scenarios, however, the system should
be as non-distractive as possible. This is exactly the goal of
GazeNav.

One approach that overcomes many of these problems is a
vibro-tactile waist belt [35, 22]. This interaction approach informs the user about the direction she has to take by tactile
feedback. Similarly, a vibrating smartphone as tactile feedback is used by PocketNavigator [23]. While these systems
are privacy-preserving and non-distractive, they suffer from a
rather high ambiguity and may require a long learning phase,
since the user needs to map the characteristic of the vibration (e.g., its position, intensity, or rhythm) to an executable
wayfinding decision. Ambiguity can lead to incorrect decisions and increase uncertainty, which in turn leads to insecure navigators not being able to validate their decision. Altogether, these problems can lead to a generally bad UX.
Utilizing human gaze can provide easy, fast and natural ways
of interaction [32] leading to gaze-based pedestrian navigation systems that can avoid the problem of ambiguity and
the problem of attention switches, minimizing the interaction
with the device and improving the user experience.
In this work we introduce such a gaze-based pedestrian navigation system called GazeNav. We utilize the user’s gaze to
inform her if she has to take a turn at the street she is looking at. Currently we support a vibro-tactile feedback using
a smartphone, similar to the approaches described above. In
our approach, however, ambiguity is removed through the direct mapping of gaze to feedback: “what you look at is what
you get” [12].
Spatial Knowledge

Spatial knowledge is assumed to be represented in a cognitive map [5], a mental representation that corresponds to people’s perception of the real world, although other metaphors,
such as cognitive collages and spatial mental models, have
also been proposed [34]. Different types of spatial knowledge
can be distinguished, and are assumed to be acquired in this
order: knowledge about landmarks, followed by knowledge
about routes connecting these landmarks, finally leading to
configuration knowledge about the spatial relations between
landmarks independent from routes [19]. Evidence was also
shown though that spatial knowledge acquisition may not
necessarily take place in such fixed order [11].
Pedestrian navigation systems are specifically helpful in areas where we have not (yet) acquired spatial knowledge.
Although this is very convenient, it is a well-known problem that “[o]ver-reliance on the automated system may cause
users to be ’mindless’ of the environment and not develop
wayfinding and orientation skills nor acquire the spatial
knowledge that maybe required when automation fails.” [21,
p. 238]. Researchers have thus highlighted the need for designing pedestrian navigation systems in a way that they support spatial learning [25].
GazeNav intends to assist its users in a non-distracting way,
allowing them to keep their visual attention to the environment without interruption. In our study we will test with a
scene recognition test whether this interaction concept supports spatial learning of landmark knowledge.

GAZENAV
Visual Attention Switches and Instruction Ambiguity

H2. (Efficiency) Navigation efficiency, in terms of navigation
duration, with GazeNav is at least as good as with mapbased turn-by-turn instructions.

The GazeNav concept approaches the problem of attention
switches between the real world and the mobile device used
for navigation as well as the problem of navigation instruction
ambiguity. Consider the following example scenario:

H3. (Spatial learning) Since the visual attention always stays
on the environment, users of GazeNav will acquire better
local spatial knowledge about the environment than users
of map-based turn-by-turn instructions.

Bob has just arrived in X-town, a city he has never visited before. He starts a navigation application on his mobile device
and types in the address of the hotel he has booked. Bob has
a hard time figuring out how to hold the mobile device in his
hands, in order to be able to look at the navigation instructions. He is carrying two big suitcases with him.

H4. (User Experience) The User Experience (UX) of
GazeNav will be better than that of map-based turn-by-turn
instructions.

The example above describes a typical scenario for current
standard mobile pedestrian navigation systems. Users are not
effectively supported in information requests that relate to the
navigation instructions. Visual attention switches to the mobile device become necessary in order to make a decision,
thus the necessity of holding the device in the hand occurs.
Next to this necessity, the user has to be able to clearly understand and process the instructions in order to make a correct
decision:
Bob is getting closer to a decision point. He interrupts locomotion and starts using the device in order to read the next
navigation instruction. The instruction is a left turn. Bob is
struggling to make a decision since there are several possible left turns very close to each other. Bob tries to find hints
on the map and in the environment that could possibly be
matched in order to dissolve the ambiguity.
Depending on the goal we have while navigating, an incorrect
decision can be critical. Before deciding to take a direction,
humans try to validate the instructions based on several environmental factors, such as landmarks and the geometry of the
streets.

GazeNav Interaction Concept

In our interaction concept we enable a gaze-based interaction
for pedestrian navigation. We utilize the gaze in order to inform the navigator when she is gazing at a street where a turn
is necessary. Consider the following application scenario:
Bob types the desired destination into the GazeNav app. He
puts the device in his pocket, puts on his eye tracking-enabled
glasses, picks up his two suitcases, and starts walking. At the
first street junction he gazes at a street to his left, when the
phone in his pocket starts vibrating. Bob immediately knows
he has to follow that specific street, and turns left without
further hesitation.
With GazeNav we try to overcome the problems of the existing navigation technologies by incorporating the human gaze
in the interaction dialog while navigating. Our hypotheses are
as follows:
H1. (Effectiveness) As GazeNav prevents disambiguation errors, users of the system will be able to reach their destination without the need for further assistance aids.

IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented a prototype of the GazeNav interaction concept and used it for the experiment described in the next section.
Hardware

The used hardware consisted of the Ergoneers Dikablis1 mobile eye tracker with a gaze capture rate of 25Hz. The gaze
data were transmitted to a laptop via a coaxial cable. The
laptop forwarded the data to a Samsung Galaxy Nexus smartphone where the prototype application was running. The connection between laptop and smartphone was established over
Wi-Fi in a closed network.
The experiment took place in a virtual environment projected
to a wall using an EPSON projector with a resolution of 1920
x 1200 pixels. A Logitech 3D precision pro joystick was utilized with which participants could navigate through the virtual environment. For the control condition, we used the same
set-up plus a 19” screen to display the map-based turn-by-turn
instructions. The size of the screen was selected in order to
optimize the tracking process of the visual attention.
Software
Calibration and Recording (Laptop)

The software modules that come together with the Dikablis
mobile eye tracking system were used for the calibration, as
well as to control the recording sessions. A real-time module that provides visual marker detection was used, returning gaze points in a marker coordinate system with respect to
markers attached in the virtual environment. These coordinates were transmitted over UDP to the smartphone.
Virtual Environment

The ESRI CityEngine2 was utilized to design a virtual environment. Using this software we could generate a random
urban environment and manually incorporate the desired path
for the navigation experiment.
In a second step, the virtual environment was imported to the
Unity3 game engine, which made the generated city navigable
in first-person view with a joystick (see Figure 1).
In the last step, we attached markers to the buildings along the
paths the users could potentially take during the study. These
1

http://www.ergoneers.com/
http://www.esri.com/software/cityengine
3
http://unity3d.com/
2

a map-based turn-by-turn instructions approach, that served
as the baseline since it is one of the mainly used navigation
types. The hypotheses tested are the ones introduced in the
section GazeNav.

Figure 1. A scene of the virtual environment used for the experiment. It
was created using the ESRI CityEngine and Unity Game Engine.

The map-based turn-by-turn instructions approach is the typical one used for pedestrian navigation on mobile devices
(e.g., GoogleMaps or OpenStreetMaps pedestrian navigation). In this condition, participants had to navigate using the
instructions presented on the screen. The instructions were in
the form of direction arrows presented together with an allocentric map, using a purple dot denoting the current location
of the user in the urban environment and an egocentric heading. The path to follow was highlighted, and the instruction
was displayed on the top left of the map (see Figure 2). We
implemented a prototype for this condition, but in order to
save implementation time, for the updating of the map and
the location of the user we used the “Wizard of Oz” experiment methodology [16], having the experimenter update the
map, based on the location of the user in the VE.
The participants’ visual attention on the instruction screen
was tracked during the experiment. Rotation of the map was
not necessary and was not asked for by any of the participants, since the displayed map had an egocentric heading and
directional cues were present.
Setup

Participants were placed in front of a height-adjustable table
with a gaming joystick in the center and a smartphone on the
side (see Figure 3, left). The table was positioned at a distance of 3 meters in front of a projection wall (see Figure
3, right). For the test condition where the participants had
to navigate using turn-by-turn instructions, also a 19” screen
was positioned in front of them (∼ 15 deg. angle).
Figure 2. Turn-by-turn instructions visualized on a map were used in
the second condition of the experiment.

markers were used for image recognition purposes. Using
markers made it easier and faster to test the prototype implementation. In a real-world scenario, image detection would
have to be performed on images of buildings.
GazeNav Application (Smartphone)

The GazeNav app was implemented with Android (Android
4.2.1) and is needed for the activation of the vibro-tactile
feedback on the smartphone.
The marker dependent coordinates received over UDP were
used to check if the user was looking at the street she was
supposed to take. In that case, the phone started vibrating.
Vibration was used as a signaling method, since it is nondistracting, privacy-preserving, and has been used successfully in other approaches [23, 35]. Our interaction concept is
not bound to vibration as a signaling method and the signaling
was not the main scope of our research.
EXPERIMENT

We used the implementation described in the previous section and performed a user study to compare two pedestrian
navigation systems, our gaze-based approach GazeNav and

Right before the experiment, the mobile eye tracker was
mounted on the participant’s head and calibrated to the distance of the projection screen.
Design

A between subjects design was employed to compare the two
pedestrian navigation systems. Each participant from both
groups had to navigate along the same route in the same
virtual environment. The only difference between the two
groups was the assistance system used.
We designed a route with several decision points, having a
different number of connections (see Figure 4) with the intention to investigate the effect of decision points with varying
structure and complexity. Since the tested route covered different levels of complexity concerning the decision points as
well as navigation directions towards all cardinal directions,
there was no need to perform the experiment using a second
route.
Procedure

Each experiment, in both conditions, was composed of five
steps. At first, participants had to provide their demographic
information, their experience level with mobile navigation
systems and gaming joysticks as well as to fill in a questionnaire for the self-estimation of their spatial abilities [8].

Figure 3. Experimental setup. A participant, equipped with mobile eye tracker (left), and setup in the virtual environment (right).

with egocentric images of street intersections from the virtual
environment. Their task was to choose the printouts with the
intersections they thought to remember having crossed during navigation and also sort them in the order they occurred
in the environment. In the final step, the participants had to
evaluate the user experience of the tested system by filling in
a standardized questionnaire ([18], UEQ).
Tracked Data

In both conditions we tracked the completion time (i.e., the
time participants needed to reach the target destination), the
time after the last decision until the new decision was made
(movement speed was constant), the number of times a participant stopped locomotion (e.g., to look on the map in the
Turn-by-Turn condition) as well as the number of attention
switches (e.g., from the environment to the map in the Turnby-Turn condition). The time was measured through our
implementation whenever the participant reached predefined
points on the route.
Pilot Study
Figure 4. This figure illustrates the decision points, D1 to D7, where the
participant had to take a turn.

In the second step, participants could try out the navigation
assistance system they were assigned to as well as get used to
the gaming joystick by navigating in a virtual environment,
different to the one used in the next step.
The third step was the actual trial. Each trial started in the
same virtual environment, using a first-person view. The participants were told to use the gaming joystick and navigate
through the environment, trying to find the target destination
as fast as possible.
In the fourth step of the experiment, immediately after the
trial, participants were given a set of 17 printouts (11 correct)

A pilot study with four participants was conducted in order
to test the stability of the virtual environment and the navigation systems for both conditions as well as to optimize the
experimental procedure. The insights retrieved from the pilot
study helped us determine the trigger area for the GazeNav
system (i.e., the bounding box around the streets used as a
gaze-based trigger region) as well as the duration of the vibration response.
In order to determine the trigger area we let the pilot users
navigate through the virtual environment. The trigger areas
varied at every street the participants had to follow. Finally,
we were able to identify one trigger area that worked well for
our experiment. We used a trigger area that spans over a street
and is 4 meters high. We do not claim that the selected trigger
area is the optimal one to use in every environment. More
studies need to be conducted in order to develop an algorithm

for the determination of an optimal trigger area, but this is
outside the scope of this work.
For the determination of the response vibration duration, we
tried several thresholds. We tested thresholds of 100, 200,
300, 400, and 500 milliseconds as well as a continuous vibration (i.e., vibration as long as the user is gazing at the right
street). Vibration responses using a time threshold caused
confusion, since the human eye is able to scan an area very
fast, making it difficult to match the vibration response with
the actual gaze point. The continuous vibration approach
worked well, since the users were able to easily match the
response with the correct street. Based on these findings we
decided to use a continuous vibration response. One common
user feedback concerning the continuous vibration response
was that it also served as a validation, allowing the users to
verify several times that the street they were heading to was
the correct one.
Participants

In total 32 participants were recruited for the experiment in
exchange for a small honorarium, 16 participants for each
condition. The participants had different cultural (e.g., Europe, US) and professional backgrounds (e.g., physicists,
artists, computer scientists). The participants of the GazeNav
condition (11 male, 5 female) had a mean age of 32.81 years
(SD = 6.18). The participants of the Turn-by-Turn condition
(8 male, 8 female) had a mean age of 31.13 years (SD = 8.09).
The participants of the GazeNav condition also had to wear a
head-mounted mobile eye tracking device that had to be calibrated. The time necessary to wear and calibrate the device
was not considered in the experiment.
Mobile Navigation Systems Expertise

Participants of the GazeNav condition rated their experience
using mobile navigation systems with a mean of 5.68 (SD =
1.31), with seven noting the highest experience on a 7-point
Likert scale. Participants of the Turn-by-Turn condition rated
their experience with a mean of 4.75 (SD = 1.69). A MannWhitney U test did not reveal a significant difference between
the expertise of the two groups (p = .164, Z = -1.391).
Gaming Joystick Experience

Participants in both conditions were also asked to rate their
experience with gaming joysticks. On a 7-point Likert scale,
participants of the GazeNav condition rated their experience
with a mean of 2.62 (SD = 2.33) and the participants of the
Turn-by-Turn condition with a mean of 2.56 (SD = 2.06). A
Mann-Whitney U test did not reveal a significant difference
between the expertise of the two groups (p = .787, Z = -.271).
Spatial Abilities

The participants were asked to fill in the “Santa Barbara
Sense of Direction Scale” questionnaire [8], which is a selfestimation of spatial abilities. It is a measure for environmental spatial ability that correlates with objective measures of
performance in several environmental spatial cognition tasks
[8]. Participants had to rate their abilities using a 7-point Likert scale, answering questions such as “I have trouble understanding directions”. A Mann-Whitney U test showed that
the self-estimated spatial abilities of the participants between

the two tested groups were not significantly different (p =
.157, Z = -1.415). The participants in the GazeNav condition had a mean of 5.32 (SD = 1.12), and the participants of
the Turn-by-Turn condition had a mean of 4.92 (SD = 1.01).
A score close to 7 indicates high spatial abilities.
RESULTS

We analyzed the data collected during the experiment in order
to investigate the hypotheses stated in the GazeNav section.
Navigation Performance

One measurement for navigation performance is the time necessary in order to reach the destination (H2). The total time
was not significantly different between the groups, but there
were some significant differences when looking at the individual segments of the route (see Table 1). These detailed
analyses were necessary in order to validate the overall result
and to exclude the possibility that the result was caused only
by a single decision point. Participants using GazeNav navigated significantly faster on the first segment, i.e., between
the starting point and the first decision point (D1) where the
participant had to take her first turn, as well as on the following segment between decision points D1 and D2. Participants
navigating using the turn-by-turn instructions were only significantly faster at one segment: between decision points D5
and D6.
Concerning navigation effectiveness (H1), all participants in
both conditions reached the target destination, but participants using the turn-by-turn instructions often interrupted locomotion in order to read the navigation instructions. On average, they stopped 15.5 times (min = 0, max = 36, SD =
14.56). Participants using GazeNav did not interrupt their locomotion at all.
Visual Attention Switches

The participants in the condition using the GazeNav navigation system spent 100% of their visual attention on the virtual
environment. In contrast, the participants of the turn-by-turn
condition had to look at the instructions in order to make decisions, leading to several attention switches from the virtual
environment to the display and vice versa. The mean number
of attention switches was 42.06 (min = 19, max = 83, SD =
18.36), and the mean total time spent looking at the instructions was 14.5 seconds (min = 2, max = 40, SD = 11.07).
Spatial Learning

The analysis of the spatial learning task (refer to H3) revealed
a significant difference between the two tested conditions
concerning correct selections. Participants in the GazeNav
condition had a mean of 7.31 correct selections (min = 4,
max = 10, SD = 1.85). Participants of the turn-by-turn condition had a mean of 5.81 correct selections (min = 4, max =
10, SD = 2.073). This difference was analyzed using a MannWhitney U test, showing a significant difference between the
two conditions (p < .05, Z = -2.155). Concerning the number
of incorrect selections, participants of the GazeNav condition
had a mean of 1.13 incorrect selections (min = 0, max = 4,
SD = 1.25) and participants of the turn-by-turn condition had

1
2
1
2

Mean
SD

Mann-Whitney U

D1
44.6
50.1
11.4
8.3
Z=-2.751
p <0.01

D2
79.3
83.6
3.4
4.1
Z=-3.090
p <0.01

D3
59.3
58.5
8.6
4.2
Z=-.754
p = .468

D4
30.9
30.0
11.9
6.6
Z=-.942
p =.361

D5
72.2
66.3
9.8
4.9
Z=-1.545
p = .128

D6
75.9
48.4
29.7
6.7
Z=-2.224
p <.05

D7
16.7
17.2
3.3
4.1
Z=-.905
p = .381

Total Time
379.3
354.1
0.7
0.4
Z=-.696
p = .094

Table 1. The table depicts the performance (seconds) of the participants in the two conditions (1: GazeNav, 2: Turn-by-Turn). The values in the cells
represent the descriptive and inferential statistics on the duration from one decision point to the next.

a mean of 1.06 incorrect selections (min = 0, max = 3, SD =
.85). This difference was not significant (p = .76, Z = -.301).

a minimum of spatial abilities, giving directions on possible
solutions.

In order to analyze the impact of the selected order, we used
the edit distance algorithm of Levenshtein. The selections of
the participants in the GazeNav condition needed on average
7.69 edits in order to match their selection with the correct
one (min = 4, max = 10, SD = 1.58). The selections of the
participants in the turn-by-turn condition needed on average
7.5 edits (min = 6, max = 10, SD = 1.15). There was no
significant difference between the two groups (p = .59, Z =
-.530).

Concerning the effectiveness (H1) of the two navigation systems, both fulfilled their purpose, guiding their users to the
target destination. In other words, our GazeNav concept was
not worse than the turn-by-turn concept in terms of effectiveness. Moreover, one of the benefits of GazeNav is that the
participants did not have to interrupt their locomotion as opposed to the baseline approach.

User Experience

Concerning the user experience (H4), the GazeNav approach
performs better than the turn-by-turn approach for all scales
(see Figure 5). A Mann-Whitney U statistical test also
showed that the differences are statistically significant for
Attractiveness, for the pragmatic scales Perspicuity and Efficiency, as well as for the hedonic scales Stimulation and
Novelty (see Table 2).
Attractiveness
Perspicuity
Efficiency
Dependability
Stimulation
Novelty

Mann-Whitney U
p <.001
p <.01
p <.001
p = .518
p <.01
p <.001

Z = -2.951
Z = -2.608
Z = -3.606
Z = -.646
Z = -3.329
Z = -4.071

Table 2. Inferential statistics for the UX comparison between the two
tested conditions.

In order to investigate if the user experience of GazeNav is
sufficiently high to fulfill the general expectation of users, we
compared our results with a benchmark dataset [28]. These
user expectations are strongly influenced through the user interaction with other systems.
GazeNav performed excellent in the benchmark (see Figure
6), having 5 scales of the user experience in the range of the
10% of best results and one scale, Dependability, above average, with only 25% of the results in the benchmark being
better.
DISCUSSION

All Hypotheses stated at the GazeNav section could be confirmed. Our experiment clearly revealed the benefits of the
GazeNav approach against the map-based turn-by-turn instructions and at the same time highlighted the main disadvantages of navigation aids that require visual attention and

The total navigation duration (H2) between the two conditions did not reveal significant differences. The results
demonstrated that GazeNav performed significantly better at
two decision points, and significantly worse at one decision
point. The better performance of turn-by-turn instructions at
D6 (the square, refer to Figure 4) was due to image recognition problems in the GazeNav condition. Depending on the
angle the user was trying to gaze at a street, the visual markers that were adjusted to the buildings could not always be
detected by the marker detection software (due to directional
light). This software problem forced the GazeNav users to
walk around the square, trying to find the correct street to follow. This is also the reason why GazeNav did not perform
better than the turn-by-turn condition, although the participants of the baseline condition interrupted their locomotion
several times.
The users of the GazeNav approach did not have to interact
with anything else except for the environment they were navigating in. The Turn-by-Turn instructions, in contrast, forced
the users to switch their attention several times to the navigation device. Moreover, while looking at the instructions,
many participants interrupted their locomotion. Thus, our results underline that GazeNav is non-distracting, which was
the main design goal of our approach.
The scene recognition task (H3) revealed significantly better results for the participants using GazeNav concerning the
number of correctly recognized scenes, suggesting better local spatial learning. The ordering task though, did not reveal
any significant differences.
The participants were excited about using GazeNav, which is
also reflected in the results of the UEQ questionnaire. Navigation using GazeNav clearly enhances the user experience.
According to the results of the UEQ questionnaire, GazeNav
outperformed the map-based turn-by-turn instructions and
also performed excellent w.r.t. the used benchmark. Concerning the user feeling of being in control of the interaction,
GazeNav performed better, but not significantly.

Figure 5. User experience evaluation.

Figure 6. User experience benchmark.

A very important situation that has to be considered by a system like GazeNav is the case when a correct turn is overseen
and the user is walking in the wrong direction. The system
should inform the user that she is walking towards a wrong
direction. This can be easily achieved by utilizing the existing feedback modality, vibration. For instance by providing
an easy to perceive vibro-tactile pattern feedback.
When using a map for navigation, one advantage for the user
is that she can plan ahead. This advantage can still be valid
for GazeNav. The user can use her smartphone to type in
the destination using a routing service and before putting the
smartphone back into her pocket, take a look at the route,
thus being also able to plan ahead. GazeNav would serve
as a memory augmentation, helping the user remember and
validate the right turns.
Limitations

The external validity of lab studies is always an issue when
performing experiments. Studies in virtual environments can-

not replicate all contextual factors of outdoor environments
(e.g., weather conditions) and we are aware of the ongoing
debate concerning the external validity of lab studies [2, 4].
One of the main advantages of a lab setting is the control over
the factors that are relevant, whereas the main benefit of field
studies is the ecological validity [2].
For the evaluation of the GazeNav concept, we chose a controlled experimental setup in a virtual environment in order to
(1) control for technological limitations as well as (2) to vary
the complexity of the environment.
(1) Our focus is on the interaction concept, not on improving
mobile eye tracking (ET) technology. In a real-world study
we may find out that participants perform better in cloudy
weather. This would be an evaluation of the mobile ET base
technology, but not of GazeNav. Hardware limitations are
ongoing research in other domains and not within the scope
of this paper.

(2) The virtual environment enabled us to systematically vary
the complexity of decision points (see Figure 4). We argue
that the validity of the results can be better controlled for if
factors such as weather conditions are excluded.
Another limitation of navigation studies in the lab is the unnatural movement, using a joystick. Although the joystick
experience is different to the natural movement, it is a very
commonly used input device to simulate movement and the
participants of both experiment groups were equally experienced joystick users. Although we argue that one of the benefits of GazeNav relies in the hands-free interaction, we had
no other possibility for movement. Using a joystick in this
experiment actually shows that the users’ hands can be utilized for other tasks, since in a setup that would not require
simulated movement, the hands would be free.
Since both conditions were tested in the same controlled environment, the limitations apply to both conditions. Nevertheless, a comparative study in a real environment would reveal
the full potential of GazeNav and is our focus for future research.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented GazeNav, a novel interaction concept for
pedestrian navigation systems that allows the user to interact with the environment by using gaze. Following the “what
you look at is what you get” [12] principle, a user approaching a decision point is provided with feedback about whether
the street she is looking at is the one to follow. We argued
that GazeNav has advantages over map-based turn-by-turn
instructions: it is operated hands-free and allows the user
to keep the visual attention to the environment. Moreover,
the direct feedback to gaze makes navigation decisions unambiguous, compared to maps which require a time consuming
and error-prone cognitive matching process between instructions and the real world.
In a study with 32 participants in a virtual environment we
found that it is possible to effectively navigate with GazeNav
(all participants reached their goal). We compared GazeNav
with map-based turn-by-turn instructions and found significantly higher user experience scores for GazeNav. The user
experience of our system was also excellent when compared
to a benchmark dataset [28]. Participants with GazeNav were
able to acquire significantly better local spatial knowledge,
which could be explained by them being able to keep their visual attention to the environment. Concerning the efficiency,
there was no significant difference between the two interaction concepts, strengthening our hypothesis, that navigation
with GazeNav where no further aids are necessary, will not
have an efficiency loss.
In future work, we will implement the system for the real
world. Image processing techniques will be used to localize
the image of the front-facing eye tracking camera, thus enabling a mapping of gaze to the trigger areas. Automatically
attaching trigger areas to streets at crossroads is another issue
to optimize in future work (as this placement was not our focus here, we determined the position of trigger areas through
a pilot study). The only hardware that would be necessary for

a user to carry, would be a mobile eye tracking device and a
smartphone to serve for vibro-tactile feedback.
It will further be interesting to compare GazeNav with other
interaction methods, such as vibrating belts [35] or headmounted displays (e.g., Google Glass). We hypothesize that,
due to the direct coupling of gaze direction and vibration,
GazeNav is less ambiguous than a vibrating belt, and provides
a more seamless experience than Google Glass. Hybrids
are also in the focus of this research, combining GazeNav
with approaches such as vibrating belts will have the advantage of dissolving the ambiguities (through gaze) and at
the same time minimizing the search space for intersections
(through e.g., vibrating belts). Determining the optimal feedback method, other than vibration, is also in focus for future
work.
GazeNav was presented in the context of pedestrian navigation. Although not evaluated, it might be possible to generalize GazeNav and apply it to other types of navigation where
decisions have to be made faster, e.g., car or bicycle navigation. For instance, GazeNav could be integrated into the
existing map-based car navigation systems in order to help
the driver validate her decision faster. This generalization of
the presented concept will also be a direction for future work,
trying to identify the challenges posed by these types of navigation.
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